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Grantee Organization: Regional Plan Association, Inc. 

Project Title: Street Swale Infrastructure Initiative (NY) 

 

Project Period 08/01/2011  - 07/31/2014 

Award Amount $59,935.00 

Matching Contributions $176,110.00 

Project Location Description (from Proposal) Flushing Creek in Queens, New York, where the Long Island 

Expressway and Van Wyck Expressway intersect in Flushing Meadows 

Corona Park. Latitude:N 40° 44' 34.3235" Longitude:W 73° 50' 

14.8527" 

 

Project Summary (from Proposal) Planning and coordination required to install two bioretention basins 

that detain and filter 7,700 gallons of polluted stormwater annually 

flowing into Long Island Sound. 

 

Summary of Accomplishments RPA has worked with the consultant team to design the bioretention 

system to detain stormwater from the project site sub-watershed for the 

average 1.2” New York City storm. Construction and the planting of the 

bioremediative plants and soil media were completed in October of 

2013. Concurrently, RPA and the consultant prepared a prospectus on 

the benefits of the bioretention system for use in approaching 

municipalities about opportunities for stormwater detention along the 

Long Island Sound shoreline, notably the renderings of the facility in 

Flushing Meadow Park. RPA developed a GIS model and conducted a 

preliminary assessment of the bioretention system’s applicability 

throughout the Long Island Sound shoreline, by considering publicly 

owned park lands with elevated highways and their proximity to 

impaired waterways, combined sewer outfalls, and priority ecological 

restoration sites. After completing the GIS analysis, RPA and the 

consultant contacted local partners in Bridgeport CT, Stamford CT, and 

NYC, as well as discussing the feasibility of the HOLD System at 

identified sites with representatives from ConnDOT and NYC 

Department of Parks and Recreation. RPA and the consultant visited 

seven potential sites in Connecticut and NYC with local partners, and 

summarized the GIS analysis and site visits in a final report. 

 

Lessons Learned Feasibility Assessment: The GIS methodology identified priority 58 

areas to target green infrastructure projects located on public parkland, 

however we found that the methodology could be improved upon. Other 

publicly held lands (i.e. Department of Transportation right-of-ways) or 

other potential opportunities for future private developments could be 

included in the analysis in order to broaden the opportunities to roll out 

HOLD Systems at a larger scale. 

 

Monitoring and Maintenance: Unforeseen challenges with drainage 

monitoring equipment, and maintenance have taught it is critically 

important to budget a contingency of time and resources to account for 

unforeseen challenges. Also, long-term stewardship of the sites must be 

addressed. An additional assessment of potential stewardship entities 

and programs in the study area could help to advance the 

implementation at a larger scale. 

 

Implementation: Green infrastructure design must be flexible and able to 

be adapted to complex build environment. Challenges, including: 

permitting, existing drainage infrastructure, lighting, slope, water table, 

site ownership, etc., may detract from the cost/benefit and be a deterrent 

for municipalities or government agencies in choosing to implement 



green infrastructure. In order to overcome these potential challenges, the 

responsible government agencies to need to adopt clean water and 

stormwater capture goals and prioritize green infrastructure as a tool in 

achieving those goals. 

 

 

Conservation Activities   Kick-off Meeting: Team Meeting and Site Visit 

Progress Measures   # of workshops, webcasts, webinars, special events, meetings associated with 

activity 

Value at Grant Completion  1 

Conservation Activities   Analysis/Schematic Design 

Progress Measures   Other Activity Metric (# of Design Plans Created) 

Value at Grant Completion  1 

Conservation Activities   Design Development: Monitoring Scheme/Quapp Preparation 

Progress Measures   # of management plans created 

Value at Grant Completion  1 

Conservation Activities   Design Development: Public Outreach 

Progress Measures   # of workshops, webcasts, webinars, special events, meetings associated with 

activity 

Value at Grant Completion  1 

Conservation Activities   Construction Documents and Cost Estimate 

Progress Measures   # of management plans created 

Value at Grant Completion  1 

Conservation Activities   Improve Road aesthetics 

Progress Measures   Other Activity Metric (# of stakeholder groups who will benefit) 

Value at Grant Completion  2 

Conservation Activities   Develop new designs for bioretention basins that capture and remediate 

significant quantities of street stormwater 

Progress Measures   Other Activity Metric (# of approved new designs) 

Value at Grant Completion  2 

Conservation Activities   Monitoring Performance of Bioretention Basins 

Progress Measures   Other Activity Metric (# of years of continuous performance data for 

stormwater bioretention basin) 

Value at Grant Completion  3 

Conservation Activities   Long Island Sound Assessment 

Progress Measures   Other Activity Metric (# of potential sites along Long Island Sound 

identified) 

Value at Grant Completion  12 

Conservation Activities   Preliminary Feasibility Assessment 

Progress Measures   Other Activity Metric (# of potential sites) 

Value at Grant Completion  3 

Conservation Activities   Meetings with local partners and landowners 

Progress Measures   Other Activity Metric (# of meetings with local partners and landowners) 

Value at Grant Completion  3 

Conservation Activities   Final report including pilot project design and Long Island Sound 

applications 

Progress Measures   Other Activity Metric (# of reports published) 

Value at Grant Completion  1 

 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 Final Programmatic Report Narrative  
 
Instructions:  Save this document on your computer and complete the narrative in the format provided.  The final 
narrative should not exceed ten (10) pages; do not delete the text provided below.  Once complete, upload this 
document into the on-line final programmatic report task as instructed. 
 
 
1. Summary of Accomplishments 
In four to five sentences, provide a brief summary of the project’s key accomplishments and outcomes that were 
observed or measured.  
 
RPA has worked with the consultant team to design the bioretention system to detain stormwater from the project 
site sub-watershed for the average 1.2” New York City storm. Construction and the planting of the bioremediative 
plants and soil media were completed in October of 2013. Concurrently, RPA and the consultant prepared a 
prospectus on the benefits of the bioretention system for use in approaching municipalities about opportunities for 
stormwater detention along the Long Island Sound shoreline, notably the renderings of the facility in Flushing 
Meadow Park. RPA developed a GIS model and conducted a preliminary assessment of the bioretention system’s 
applicability throughout the Long Island Sound shoreline, by considering publicly owned park lands with elevated 
highways and their proximity to impaired waterways, combined sewer outfalls, and priority ecological restoration 
sites. After completing the GIS analysis, RPA and the consultant contacted local partners in Bridgeport CT, 
Stamford CT, and NYC, as well as discussing the feasibility of the HOLD System at identified sites with 
representatives from ConnDOT and NYC Department of Parks and Recreation. RPA and the consultant visited seven 
potential sites in Connecticut and NYC with local partners, and summarized the GIS analysis and site visits in a final 
report.  
 
2. Project Activities & Outcomes 
 

Activities -- *Note: Partially Completed tasks reflect the ongoing monitoring, which will run for a period of 
three years through October 2016. 

 
Describe and quantify (using the approved metrics referenced in your grant agreement) the primary 
activities conducted during this grant.  

 
• COMPLETED: RPA and the consultant team held a kick-off meeting, including a team meeting and site 

visit on May 6, 2011. 
 

• COMPLETED: The consultant team completed the analysis of the existing site conditions and prepared a 
schematic design that would take water currently draining from the elevated section of the Long Island 
Expressway into the Flushing Creek at two points and instead direct it into bioretention basins that allow 
phytoremediation and soil filtration to cleanse the water before it ultimately is released for groundwater 
recharge. The consultant team’s design considered findings from the survey, drainage assessment, soil 
analysis, and a review of existing data and studies on bioremediation. Using the above findings and 
plans, the consultant team completed layout, grading, and planting plans. All of these documents are 
found in Appendix A: Flushing Pilot Sponge Swale Construction Documents. 

 
• *PARTIALLY COMPELETED: The consultant team collaborated to complete the monitoring scheme, 

as outlined in the United States Environmental Protection Agency Quality Assurance Project Plan 
(QAPP). The QAPP was submitted to Lynn Dwyer of National Fish and Wildlife Foundation on 
February 27, 2013. Monitoring will commence with construction completion in May 2013, and will run 
for a period of three years, through October 2016. The QAPP Submission is found in Appendix B. 



• COMPLETED: Public outreach/part of “Design Development”. The project team presented to the pilot 
project design to the Flushing Meadows Corona Park Coordinating Committee at a public meeting in 
Queens Borough Hall on June 10, 2011. The meeting was hosted by the office of the Queens Borough 
President. 
 

• COMPLETED: Construction documents and cost estimate plans for the pilot project in Flushing 
Meadows Corona Park. Construction documents are found in Appendix A.  

 
• COMPLETED: The project has successfully been constructed and planted, improving road aesthetics, 

specifically benefitting recreational users and visitors to the USTA Billie Jean King National Tennis 
Center and Hong Kong Dragon Boat Festival races on Meadow Lake in the park once the sites are 
planted this spring. Photographs of planted bioretention basins are found in Appendix C.   

 
• COMPLETED: Develop new designs for bioretention basins that capture and remediate significant 

quantities of street stormwater. See Appendix A. 
 

• *PARTIALLY COMPLETED: Monitoring performance of bioretention basins. RPA has developed the 
monitoring plan (Appendix D) and completed contracting with Manhattan College. Monitoring will run 
for a period of three years, through October 2016. 

 
• COMPLETED: RPA has developed a GIS model and conducted an analysis identifying 58 potential sites 

along Long Island Sound where stormwater intervention are likely to succeed in mitigating stormwater 
runoff and combined sewer overflow (CSO) outfalls (Appendix E). The analysis: 

o Identifies public park lands with elevated highways 
o Assesses such lands for proximity to: 

§ Impaired waterways 
§ CSO outfalls  
§ Priority ecological restoration sites  
 

• COMPLETED: RPA, in collaboration with the consultant team, has created a prospectus for 
municipalities with potential sites along the Long Island Sound shoreline. This prospectus illustrates the 
design of the bioretention basins, explains the opportunities and challenges of such systems, and outlines 
the steps for beginning a project in their community. The prospectus was given to local partners in 
anticipation of phone calls and meetings to help guide the dialog about the feasibility of the bioretention 
basins (Appendix F). 

 
• COMPLETED: Meeting with local partners and investigation/assessment of additional sites. RPA and 

the consultant had in-depth phone conversations regarding potential identified sites with Milton Puryear 
(Executive Director, Mill River Park Collaborative), Davey Ives (Environmental Projects Coordinator, 
City of Bridgeport CT), John Mattera (Senor Project Planner, NYC Department of Parks and 
Recreation), and Paul Corrente (Transportation Supervising Planner, ConnDOT). RPA and the consultant 
visited seven sites in Connecticut and NYC per the local partners advise. Davey Ives accompanied the 
team to various Bridgeport, CT sites.  

 
• COMPLETED: Project and site analysis report. RPA and the consultant compiled a project overview, 

GIS analysis, and site visit findings into a final report (Appendix E).  
 

Briefly explain discrepancies between the activities conducted during the grant and the activities 
agreed upon in your grant agreement. 
 
• Construction: Because of site complications such as drainage and limited lighting, only two of the three 

planned bioretention basins in Flushing Meadows Corona Park were deemed to be feasible and 
constructed. The bioretention basins were constructed slightly behind schedule due to a variety of factors 



including delays in obtaining needed permissions from state and local authorities, inclement weather in 
the fall and winter that sidelined contractors and created difficulty in obtaining required soil.  
 

• Monitoring Challenges: As a result of construction delays the monitoring and documentation of costs 
and benefits was also delayed. Monitoring began in May of 2014. However, because of challenges with 
the monitoring equipment the team has been able to only gauge initial precipitation and outflow rates 
from one of the basins. The inflow monitoring equipment has not been functioning properly and the other 
basin has not shown consistent outflow results due to drainage complications. The team is currently 
working to rectify these issues. In spite of these challenges the team is committed to completing 3 years 
of consistent monitoring, which are submitted in monthly and quarterly reports to NYCDEP. 

 
• Long Island Sound Feasibility Assessment: RPA completed and ran the model to identify other 

feasible sites in winter of 2013-2014. The goal of the model was to identify three potential sites and 
begin conducting outreach with local partners. While the GIS and Google Earth analysis was able to 
identify target areas (58 potential sites total), the on-the-ground site visits (seven total) and discussions 
with local partners enabled us to observe site conditions critical to the feasibility of the HOLD System 
(i.e. slope, drainage, downspout quality, sun light, etc.). Further, local partners pointed out other potential 
siting opportunities, such as on-going local conservation initiatives, private developments and other 
publicly owned sites that were not identified in the GIS analysis. 

 
Outcomes 

Describe and quantify progress towards achieving the project outcomes described in your grant 
agreement. Briefly explain discrepancies between what actually happened compared to what was 
anticipated to happen. Provide any further information (such as unexpected outcomes) important for 
understanding project activities and outcome results. 

 
• Construction, Monitoring and Results: The consultant team successfully designed and constructed two 

bioretention basins in Flushing Meadows Park, which are currently being monitored per QAPP 
standards. The basins have been planted with resilient native plant communities that have increased the 
aesthetic value of this section of Flushing Meadows Corona Park under the elevated highway. The team 
is committed to monitoring the basins for a period of three years. To date, the team has collected reliable 
precipitation and outflow data from one basin for 5 months. Due to monitoring equipment and drainage 
issues that are currently be rectified, the team has not been able to accurately calculate levels of 
contamination being remediated by the basins. However, in one basin the team has been able to 
accurately observe that little (if any) water is flowing out of the basin. This finding implies that the 
basin’s soil and plant life is capturing nearly all of the downspouts stormwater runoff.  

While the team has yet to analyze soil/sediment and water samples for contamination levels, we 
anticipate that roughly 11,400 square feet of impervious highway surfaces is being managed via 
bioretention systems. Once the inflow and outflow issues are addressed we will be able to accurately 
gauge the fiscal and environmental gains created by the bioretention basins.  
 

• Long Island Sound Feasibility Assessment: RPA developed a methodology and conducted a GIS 
analysis of other potential feasible sites where the HOLD System could be implemented in the Long 
Island Sound. The analysis targets public parklands under elevated highway systems in critical areas for 
habitat restoration. The GIS analysis identified 58 potential sites, which were narrowed down using 
Google Earth, to 11 top sites. RPA reached out to several local partners and agency representatives to 
discuss the feasibility of these sites as well as other potential unidentified sites. RPA and the consultant 
team visited seven sites in Connecticut and New York City and deemed three sites to be feasible (See 
Appendix F).  

The process of engaging with local partners and public agency representatives reiterated the fact that 
managing overpass highway stormwater runoff is a pervasive issue throughout the Long Island Sound. 
Further, the broad implementation of green infrastructure in general, not only the HOLD Systems, could 
drastically help reduce water treatment costs, and improve habitat and water quality. However, each site 
is limited by a number of variables, including: Space, surrounding environment, land ownership, 



permitting, and entity responsible for long-term maintenance. The broad implementation of such projects 
will require substantial vision by property owners, political leaders, and responsible public entities. 

Through our engagement process the consultant (dland Studio) made a valuable connection with 
Davey Ives, the Environmental Projects Coordinator, City of Bridgeport CT. Currently dland Studio and 
the City of Bridgeport are partnering to pursue bioretention green infrastructure projects in the City of 
Bridgeport.  

 
3. Lessons Learned 

Describe the key lessons learned from this project, such as the least and most effective conservation 
practices or notable aspects of the project’s methods, monitoring, or results. How could other 
conservation organizations adapt their projects to build upon some of these key lessons about what 
worked best and what did not? 
 

• Long Island Sound Feasibility Assessment: RPA conducted a GIS analysis that identified and 58 
potentially feasible sites under elevated highways based on the sites’ relationship to priority ecological 
areas, urban water quality issues, and public parkland (Appendix-E). The sites that met these criteria 
were then analyzed using Google Earth, and the top sites were visited to observe other constraints of 
implementation. While this methodology identified priority areas to target green infrastructure projects 
and is replicable, we found that the methodology could be improved upon. 

The analysis considered sites located on public parkland with the rationale that the maintenance of 
the bioretention basins at these sites could be included into the parks’ operations and maintenance 
schedules. However, local partners pointed out a number of additional potential sites located on other 
public property, or that could be included as a part of private redevelopment. Other publicly held lands 
(i.e. Department of Transportation right-of-ways) or other potential opportunities for future private 
developments could be included in the analysis in order to broaden the opportunities to roll out HOLD 
Systems at a larger scale. 

 
• Monitoring and Maintenance: Unforeseen challenges with drainage and monitoring equipment have 

arisen and delayed the collection of accurate results for the project. The team is currently working to 
address these issues in order to capture three years data and gauge the effectiveness of the basins. These 
challenges have taught us that in a pilot project it is critically important to budget a contingency of time 
and resources to account for unforeseen challenges, such as equipment malfunction, in order to meet 
monitoring requirements and deadlines. While the results are still inconclusive, our initial observations 
show that the bioretention basins capture a significant amount of stormwater runoff, which leads us to 
believe that the basins will be effective in capturing runoff from 11,400 square feet of impervious 
highway surfaces.  

Unforeseen maintenance challenges have also arisen including, the theft of some of the attractive 
native plants, and vermin issues. Currently the team is addressing these issues, but the pilot project 
assumes that the NYC Department of Parks and Recreation will be responsible for the long-term 
maintenance of the basins beyond the three-year monitoring period. If the other sites, beyond public 
parkland sites are to be considered, long-term stewardship must be addressed. An additional assessment 
of potential stewardship entities and programs in the study area could help to advance the 
implementation of HOLD Systems at a larger scale. 

 
• Implementation: Green infrastructure is an effective tool for stormwater remediation. However, green 

infrastructure design must be flexible and able to be adapted to complex build environment. The HOLD 
System pilot project proposed three different designs to address a specific stormwater challenge of 
elevated highway runoff. Because our elevated roadways have been constructed through complex urban 
environments each site will pose it’s own challenges, including: permitting, existing drainage 
infrastructure, lighting, slope, water table, site ownership, etc. For example, three sites where originally 
designed for the Flushing Meadows Pilot project, but one was ultimately deemed unfeasible due to 
drainage, lighting, and space issues.  

Further, during the site visits we observed that many highway drainage systems would require 
substantial improvements to the existing drainage infrastructure before implementing bioretention 



basins. These addition costs may detract from the cost/benefit and be a deterrent for municipalities or 
government agencies in choosing to implement green infrastructure. Additionally, the government 
agency representatives that we spoke to voiced concerns regarding the potential permitting required to 
implement HOLD Systems. In order to overcome these potential challenges, the responsible 
government agencies to need to adopt clean water and stormwater capture goals and prioritize green 
infrastructure as a tool in achieving those goals. 

 
4. Dissemination 

Briefly identify any dissemination of lessons learned or other project results to external audiences, such as 
the public or other conservation organizations.  

 
• Over the next few months, RPA will work with Long Island Sound Futures Fund, NYC Department of 

Environmental Protection Water Infrastructure Steering Committee, and Harbor Estuary Program to 
disseminate the HOLD System Design Prospectus created by dland Studio and the Long Island Sound site 
feasibility assessment to their respective networks (Appendix F and G). 

 
5. Project Documents 
Include in your final programmatic report, via the Uploads section of this task, the following: 
 

• 2-10 representative photos from the project. Photos need to have a minimum resolution of 300 dpi and 
must be accompanied with a legend or caption describing the file name and content of the photos;  

• report publications, GIS data, brochures, videos, outreach tools, press releases, media coverage;  
• any project deliverables per the terms of your grant agreement.   

 
 
See Attached Appendices: 
Appendix-A: Flushing Pilot Sponge Swale Drawings.pdf 
Appendix-B: RPA WQ Monitoring QAPP.pdf 
Appendix-C: CompletedHoldSystem_Photos.pdf 
Appendix-D: HOLDSystem_MonitoringPlan.pdf 
Appendix-E: Site Assessment-Report.pdf 
Appendix-F: HOLD-System_Prospectus.pdf 
Appendix-G: QueensChronicleArticle_07152010.pdf 
Appendix-H: HOLDSystem_PhotosPackage.zip 
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4  Project/Task Organization 
 

Technical Project Manager for Monitoring: Dr. Kirk Barrett, PE, Department of Civil and 

Environmental Engineering, Manhattan College.  Dr. Barrett will be responsible for all the 

technical aspects of monitoring, including sample collection, preservation and analysis.  He 

will also be responsible for data analysis and reporting. 

 

QA/QC Officer: Dr. Dibyendu Sarkar,  Department of Earth and Environmental Studies, 

Montclair State University.  Dr. Sarkar  will be responsible for ensouring QA procedures are 

followed, especially during sample analysis.  Dr. Sarkar will also review and approve results 

of laboratory analysis.  

 

Overall Project Manager: Robert Pirani, Regional Plan Association.   

Project Designer:  Ms. Susannah Drake, dland studio, llc 

Mr. Pirani is responsible for contracting and project management.  Ms. Drake is responsible for 

project design. 

 

5  Special Training Needs/Certification 

 
Dr. Kirk Barrett, the Monitoring Project Manager, holds a PhD in civil engineering and is a 

registered professional engineering.  Dr. Dibyendu Sarkar, the Monitoring QA Manager, holds a 

PhD in geochemistry.  As experts in their fields, both are highly familiar with the methods and 

equipment described in this QAPP and well qualified to conduct and supervise the monitoring 

and sample analysis described herein without further training. 

 

6 Problem Definition and Background 
 

The problem addressed by the Sponge Park
tm

 bioretention basins is excessive volume of runoff 

from urban areas that, in areas like New York City with combined sewer systems, can lead to 

combined sewer overflows.  A closely related problem is pollutants in this runoff can impair 

water quality in  waterways.   

 

The  stormwater  from  the  elevated highways through Flushing Meadows Corona Park  and the 

stormwater's associated  pollutants  are  discharging  directly  into  the  Flushing  River.  The  

site  combines  a  discrete  source  of  pollution,  easily  accessible  downspouts,  and  a  park  

site  that  would  benefit  from  plantings  in  the  basins.   

 

No specific problems have been identified.    The basins are being constructed as a research 

demonstration project to treat, detain and retain urban stormwater 

 

This project's approach to solving this project is to divert runoff from a road into the basins, 

allowing the water to infiltrate into an engineered soil.  The soil will detain and retain a portion 

of the water and remove pollutants, especially those associated with particles. 
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7 Project/Task Description  

 

The project addressed by this QAPP is post-construction monitoring of hydrology and water/soil 

chemistry of two  Sponge Park
tm

 bioretention basins in Flushing Meadows Corona Park, Queens, 

NY (Figure 1-3 ).  The purpose of the monitoring described in this document is to compute the 

volume of runoff that enters each basin during storm events and to measure the mass and 

percentages of various pollutants that are removed by the basins by comparing influent loads to 

effluent loads and by measuring the amount and quality of sediment accumulated on the basins' 

surfaces.   

 

The project consists of two bioretention basins under the Long Island Expressway near the Van 

Wyck Expressway. Each basin consists of a drainage system to receive water from scuppers 

from the Expressway overpass, engineered soils, and specific plants that absorb and filter heavy 

metals and other pollutants. Basin # 1 measures 9' by 28'7". The dimensions for basin #2 are 38' 

by 18'6".  

 

Figure 1a and b: Map of project location (label A), Flushing Meadows Corona Park, Queens, NY  

(a) From Google Maps 

 
 (b) From Google Maps 
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Figure 2:  Project location detail, labeled 1 (project is located underneath elevatd highway); 

downspouts or scuppers from elevated highway are indicated by small, red circles  

 

 

Figure 3:  Plan of Sponge Park
tm

 bioretention basins 
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Monitoring will be conducted for 3 years in each of two basins on-site following the 

construction. The monitoring program will include measurements of the following: 

 

1. inflow and outflow rates 

2. depth of water ponding in the three basins and the groundwater elevation 

3. soil moisture 

4. inlet and outlet water quality 

5. sediment accumulation 

6. sediment quality 

 

Variables 1 through 3 will be measured  continuously.  Water quality will be monitored for  

three storms per year.  Sediment accumulation will be measured quarterly, and sediment quality 

will be measured annually. 

 

Reports presenting and summarizing the data will be produced annually.  

 
 

8 Quality Objectives and Criteria for Measurement Data 

The data quality objective is to achieve data of sufficient quality to differentiate pollutant 

concentrations in influent samples vs. pollutant concentrations in effluent samples, and to allow 

computation of inflow and outflow mass flow rates for various pollutants.  

 
Accuracy will be assessed by analyzing recovery of matrix spikes for water samples. A matrix 

spike will be analyzed each round of sampling.  Acceptable accuracy is a result within the +/- 

25% range of the spike concentration.  

 

Precision will be assessed by splitting a sample from each storm into duplicates, then subjecting 

each replicate to the sample handling, preservation, storage, digestion and analytical method and 

instruments.  Precision will be calculated by relative percent difference.  Acceptable precision is 

25% relative percent difference for each duplicate, for each analyte. 

 

Representativeness will be assessed by evaluating whether measurements are made and 

physical samples collected in such a manner that the resulting data appropriately reflect the 

environment being measured or studied.  In this case, the environmental is stormwater runoff 

from an urban highway.  Industry-standard procedures are being employed for sampling and 

analysis.  Storms from different seasons will be sampled and multiple samples will be collected 

during each storm from the inlets and the outlets.   Therefore, representativeness is considered 

acceptable.  

 
Completeness will be considered acceptable, for water quality, if at least 5 samples are 
collected from both the inlet and outlet during each of 3 storms. 
 
Comparability  relates to ensuring this data can be compared with other relevant data 
sets.  The most relevant data sets for comparison are monitoring data from other green 
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infrastructure projects in New York City.  Since this project is employing standard 
monitoring protocol and measuring inflow and outflow quality and quantity, the 
performance data (in terms of mass and percent removal) will be comparable to other 
projects.  

9 Non-Direct Measurement (Secondary Data) 

No non-direct measurements will be used. 

10 Field Monitoring Requirements 

  
10.1 Monitoring Design 
The monitoring plan is designed to assess the effectiveness of the basins in 1) detain and 
retaining runoff and 2) removing pollutants from runoff.  Accordingly, we will monitor the 
flow rates into and out of the basins continuously to determine annual and per-storm mass 
balances.  Flow rate (determined from measured water level) will be measured 
continuously using electronic instruments as explained below. 
 
We will also monitoring water quality during storm events to compute the inlet and outlet 
pollutant mass load, and the mass removed by difference.  We will also measure the 
sediment accumulated in the basin and the quality of this sediment as another way of 
assess the effectiveness of pollutant removal.   In each basin, inlet and outlet water 
samples will be collected for three storms per year. The total number of samples in each 
basin will be 10 per storm -- five at the inlet and five at the outlet of the basin.   
Sediment accumulation and sediment quality will be measure quarterly. 
 
10.2 Monitoring Methods 
 
Monitoring equipment will be installed under the supervision of Dr. Barrett and will be 
maintained by personnel from Manhattan College under his supervision.  Personnel 
from Manhattan College will collect, preserve and transport all samples, under the 
supervision of Dr. Barrett. 
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Table 1 below summarizes the monitoring equipment that will be used.  

Item Manufacturer and Model  Notes 

Rain gauge HOBO Data Logging Rain 

Gauge - RG3-M with 

BASE-U-4 Optic USB Base 

Station and HOBOware Pro 

software 

Located at boat house on 

Meadow Lake 

Equipment needed for each basin   

Inlet water level/flow 

rate 

HOBO U20 Water Level 

Data Logger - U20-001-04  

13 Foot Depth – freshwater  

Laid flat at the bottom of   

the inlet pipe/channel  to 

measure water depth, which 

is then converted to flow 

rate.  Needs to submerged 

with >1” of water during 

flow.  

Groundwater level HOBO U20 Water Level 

Data Logger - U20-001-04 -

- 13 Foot Depth – 

freshwater  

Hung by a cable at a depth 

of 6" above the bottom of 

the basin, within a 2” 

diameter well , constructed 

from perforated PVC pipe 

wrapped with filter fabric. 

Soil moisture sensors Decagon 10HS sensors Three sensors will be buried 

at depths of 1’, 2’ and 3’.  

They need to be wired to the  

data logger,  

Soil moisture logger Decagon Em50  Data 

Logger 

Powered by internal 

batteries; comes with an 

enclosure. 

Inflow water sample 

bottles 

Nalgene    

Outflow water 

sampler and flow 

meter 

Teledyne Isco 6712C 

Compact Portable Sampler 

with Module 730 bubble 

meter and flow monitoring 

insert. 

Measures water depth 

behind a weir with air 

bubble and converts to flow 

rate.  Collects water samples 

based on flow volume. 

Placed in a vault near the 

surface with a sampling and 

air tubes running down to 

the outlet pipe.   

 

 

10.2.1 Measuring Inflow and Outflow 

We will continuously (5 minute frequency) measure inflow and outflow in each basin.  Flow will 

be summarize on hourly and annual basis, as well as for individual storms. 
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To measure inflow , we will install continuously-logging water level sensors in the inlet 

structures of each basin, namely  HOBO U20 Water Level Data Loggers. We will compute the 

flow rate from the water levels that are measured in the inlet and outlet using standard 

relationship for a two-side-contracted, sharp-crested, rectangular weir, namely  

q = 3.33 (b - 0.2 h) h
3/2

 

where  q = flow rate (ft
3
/s),  h = head above the weir (ft), b = width of the weir (ft). 

 

To measure outflow, in each basin, we will install an automated water sampler (Isco Model 

6712) located in a vault above the outlet pipe, equipped with an   Isco 730 Bubbler Flow Module 

connected to a flow metering insert.   The 730 module measures the pressure needed to force out 

an air bubble through an orifice located at the bottom of a flow-metering insert installed in the 

outflow pipe.  The required pressure is directly related to the depth of water above the orifice.  

The orifice is located at the bottom of the flow-metering insert, which also contains a 60-degree 

V-notched weir.  The flow depth is converted into a flow rate using the manufacture-specified 

equation.   Flow depth and flow rate will be logged by meter, again at a 5-minute frequency with 

daily, yearly and annual summaries. 

 

Flow data will be downloaded bi-weekly for both the inlet and outlet. 

 

 

10.2.2 Measuring Depth of Water Ponding and Groundwater Elevation 

We will install another continuously logging water level sensor at the bottom of a piezometer 

well in each basin to measure the depth of water ponded in each basin and the groundwater 

elevation in each basin. Knowing the morphology of each basin via a post-construction survey, 

we will establish the stage-storage (depth vs. volume) relationship and convert measured depths 

into volumes.  Water depth will converted to volume by multiplying depth by basin width and 

length and by the porosity of the media, using 0.3 for gravel layers and 0.4 for soil layers.  With 

this data, we will compute a continuous timeseries of water volume in the basin, which also 

provides a check on the inflow and outflow measurements. 

 

10.2.3 Measuring Soil Moisture 

To measure soil moisture, in each basin, we will install a set of three Decagon ECH2O Soil 

Moisture Sensors at depths of 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 feet.  Each set of sensors will be connected to a 

Decagon Em50 Data Logger.  The sensors will take a reading every 15 minutes.  Data will be 

downloaded bi-weekly. 

 

10.2.4 Measuring  Water Quality 

At the inlets, samples will be collect by hand into bottles as water flows out of each scupper.  

The first inlet sample will be collected within 30 minute of the start of runoff.  Subsequent inlet 

samples will be collected at least 30 minutes apart.  Clean sampling techniques will be used, with 

clean, acid-washed, pre-acidified bottles. 

 

At the outlets, samples will be collected from the outlet pipe via a tube from the pipe to the Isco 

automatic water sampler located in a vault above the pipe.  The tube will sit on the bottom of the 

pipe.  The sampler is connected to the flow meter mentioned above, and will be programmed to 

take flow-weighted samples, that is, to collect a sample each time a specified volume of flow 
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(1000 liters) has passed.  The samples are collected into 500 ml bags that sit in a carousel in the 

sampler.   A separate 500ml sample will be collected for analysis of Total petroleum 

hydrocarbons.  Water samples will be analyzed unfiltered  for total organic carbon, total 

nitrogen, total phosphorus, total petroleum hydrocarbons, metals (As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Hg, Ni, Pb, 

Zn), and total salts (measured by conductivity). 

 

Field QC activities include collecting ne field blank will be collected during each storm.  Also, 

for each storm, one inlet sample and one outlet sample will be split into duplicates in the field. 

   

10.2.5  Measuring sediment accumulation 

  Measuring sediment accumulation and the concentration of pollutants in the sediment gives us 

another way to measure the performance of  basin, ie, mass of pollutant removal via 

sedimentation.  We will monitor sediment accumulation by three different methods.  First, we 

will install three sediment horizon markers in each basin, composed of a layer of colored 

feldspar, a granular material that is commonly used by the US Geological Survey for this 

purpose (www.pwrc.usgs.gov/set/installation/markers.html ).  These markers form a base layer 

on top of which sediment will accumulate.   Second, we will install sediment plates, in which a 

hard plate is placed flush with the sediment surface and accumulation is measured.  Third, we 

will install vertical sediment pins – a rod driven into the ground, from which one measures the 

distance from the top of the rod to the sediment surface.    Once each quarter, we will collect a 

core through each horizon marker and measure the depth of sediment accumulated above the 

maker.  Similarly, we will measure the accumulation on the sediment plates with a graduated 

steel rod and read the sediment pin. We will dry and weigh the accumulated sediment to compute 

an estimate of the dry mass of sediment retained in each basin by scaling the measured 

accumulation by the ratio of the area of basin to the area of the cores.  Accumulated sediment 

will remain on the sediment horizon markers.   

 

10.2.6 Measuring Sediment Quality  

The samples of accumulated sediment from each basin will be composited to form a single 

sample for each sampling foray.    The samples will be analyzed for total organic carbon, total 

petroleum hydrocarbons, metals (As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Hg, Ni, Pb, Zn), total phosphorus and total 

nitrogen.   

 

 

11 Sample Handling and Custody Requirements 

 

Water samples from the inlets will be collected manually into clean, preacidified glass bottles.  

Outlet samples will be collected by the ISCO automated sampler into preacidified Isco-

developed ProPak® sample bags.    The bags  will be retrieved within 4 hours of sample 

collection. 

 

Water and sediment samples will be placed in a cooler with "blue ice" propylene glycol cooling 

packs.  When sampling is complete, the cooler(s) will be driven to Montclair State University.   

Samples will be stored at 4C  until analysis within the allowed holding time. 
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A "chain of custody" form (see Appendix A) will be filled out when each sample is placed in the 

cooler.  The form will detail the date, time and location of sample collection, names of the 

sampling crew, and the contents of the sample.  The crew leader will sign the form signifying the 

information is correct. When arriving at Montclair State, the field crew will place the sample 

bags in a refrigerator .  The crew leader will indicate the time at which this was done on the 

chain of custody form and sign it.  
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12 Analytical Requirements 

 
12.1 Analytical Methods 
 

Water samples will be analyzed in labs at Montclair State's Department of Earth and 

Environmental Studies for the following parameters by the indicated methods. 

 

Table 2: Analytical Methods for water and sediment samples 

 

Analyte 

EPA Method  

 

Method 

Detection 

Limit 

Sample Container and 

Preservation Method  

Maximum 

Holding 

Time 

(Stored at 

4C) 

Number  of 

samples to be 

analyzed 

total petroleum 

hydrocarbons 

8015B 50 µg/L 500mL plastic,  

H2S04 added to pH<2,  

cooled to 4C 

7 days 

water: 90 

Sediment: 12 

for all  

analytes 

total 

suspended 

solids 

160.2 5.0 mg/L 500mL  plastic,  

H2S04 added to pH<2,  

cooled to 4C 

7 days 

total 

phosphorus 

365.3 25.0 µg/L 500mL  plastic,  

H2S04 added to pH<2,  

cooled to 4C 

28 days 

total nitrogen 351.1(water) 

and 1687 

(sediment) 

0.25 mg/L 500mL  plastic,  

H2S04 added to pH<2,  

cooled to 4C 

28 days 

metals  (total) 

- arsenic, 

copper, 

chromium, 

cadmium, 

lead, mercury, 

nickel, silver, 

zinc  

SW 846  

3050a (water) 

and 3050b 

(sediment) 

As: 3.3 µg/L 

Cu: 7.5 µg/L 

Cr: 7.5 µg/L 

Cd: 7.5 µg/L 

Pb: 10.2µg/L 

Hg: 0.42µg/L 

Ni: 7.5 µg/L 

Ag: 15.4 µg/L 

Zn: 7.5 µg/L 

 

500mL  plastic,  

H2S04 added to pH<2,  

cooled to 4C 

28 days 

total organic 

carbon 

9060A 2 mg/l 500mL  plastic,  

H2S04 added to pH<2,  

cooled to 4C 

 

 

Samples will be digested as required according to USEPA SW 846 method 3050b, which is a 

“very strong acid digestion that will dissolve almost all elements that could become 

environmentally available.” Digested samples will be analyzed for mercury by cold-vapor atomic 

absorption spectrometry and for the other metals by inductively coupled plasma optical emission 

spectrometry.     
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12.2 Analytical Quality Control 
 

The quality control checks that will be used include processing/analysis of duplicate samples, 

matrix spike, field blanks, method blanks, and calibration checks. Calibration checks (zero, span 

and mid-point) will be run at the end of the batch. 

  

13 Testing, Inspection, Maintenance and Calibration Requirements 

 

13.1 Instrument/EquipmentTesting, Inspection and Maintenance 
The Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometer (ICP-MS) and Ion Chromatograph (IC) at 

Montclair State University receive regular maintenance and inspection.   They are inspected 

before each batch of samples is analyzed.  They receive regular maintenance according to the 

manufacturer's recommendations.  Inspections and maintenance activities are documented in the 

lab analyst's logbook.  The effectiveness of inspection and maintenance is documented through 

the analysis of blanks and standards. 

 

The field-deployed instruments (water level sensor/loggers, soil moisture sensors) tested by the 

manufacturer before delivery.  Only the Isco sampler requires any routine maintenance.  The  

desiccant on the air tube and the battery will be replaced every two weeks.    The data from these 

instruments will be downloaded every two weeks and examine for anomalous values that may 

represent erroneous measurements.  If failing instruments are found, they  will be removed and 

replaced.   

 

Sample bottles and laboratory glassware will be acid-washed after use. 

 

13.2 Instrument/Equipment Calibration and Frequency 
The ICP-MS and IC will be calibrated before each batch of samples with five point minimum 

calibration using lab standards.  The calibration will then be checked with a standard from a 

different lot than that used for calibration.   Calibration data will be recorded in the analyst's log 

book. 

 

The field instruments do not require calibration, nor can they be calibrated. 

 

13.3 Inspection/Acceptance of Supplies and Consumables 
Supplies and consumables necessary for this project include reagents used in digestion, purified 

water, glassware, and standard reference materials.  Reagents, glassware and sample bottles are 

ordered from standard chemical supply firms such as Fisher Scientific.  Glasswater and sample 

containers are visually inspected upon receipt.  When reagents are received, the date and lot 

number are recorded in a log book and the date is written on the bottle.  The lot number of 

reagents that are used is recorded in the analyst's logbook during analysis.  Purified water is 

supplied through Montclair State's system.  Its purity will be checked by analyzing method 

blanks. 

 

The field instruments do not require any consumables. 
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14 Data Management 

 

Data will be managed through a combination of paper and electronic systems.  The paper system 

comprises notebooks holding field notes, chain-of-custody forms, packing lists from orders of 

reagents and supplies and instrument maintenance records, plus the lab analysts' log books 

containing information and results of individual analyses.  These records will be maintained in 

the laboratory. 

 

Field notes to be recorded include the following: 

 date and time of each visit and each sample collected. 

 whether water is flowing over the inlet weir 

 results of visual inspection of the integrity of all equipment 

 maintenance activities taken, such as changing desiccant and battery  

 

The Project Manager will review this information after the batch of samples is processed.   The 

results will be placed into a report which includes results of analyses sample and standard 

reference materials, as well as results of quality control procedures such as precision 

calculations.  A hardcopy of the report will be kept in the lab notebook and an electronic version 

will be supplied to RPA and government agencies.  

 

Electronic records will be maintained on the computer of the Project Manager through the end 

date of the project.  The Project Manager will make them available to all on the QAPP 

distribution list upon request.   

 

Methods and data will be assessed by the Project Manager.  Assessment points include 
• before sampling to review sampling procedures with the field crew 
• after sampling to discuss any issues with the field crew 
• before analysis to review analytical procedures with the lab analysts after 

analysis of each batch of samples to discuss any issues with the lab analysts 
 
The date and time of assessment points will be recorded, and this log will be made 
available to all on the QAPP distribution list upon request.  Any significant changes to 
procedures due to such assessments will be reported to RPA.  The approved QAPP will 
be revised to reflect changes as necessary. 
 

15 Assessments/Oversight  

 

Assessments include quarterly reviews field and lab personnel conducted by the Project 
Manager and QA officer to ensure to ensure that the QAPP is being followed. 
 
The QA officer and Project Manager will review the results of each storm sampling, 
including the QA procedures to ensure the data is acceptable.  If a problem is found, the  
Project Manager, upon consultation with the QA officer, will recommend appropriate corrective 
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action.  All deficiencies and corrective actions will then be documented in writing via a memo to 

Regional Plan Association. 

 

16 Data Review, Verification, Validation and Usability 

 

The criteria for deciding to accept or reject data will be whether the data achieved the precision, 

accuracy and method-blank purity goals listed above.  The Project Manager is responsible for 

performing data review. 

 

Data will be verified by the Project Manager, who will examine field and lab notebooks and log 

books to assess whether all QA processes were followed in accordance with this QAPP.  Data 

will be validated by determining whether it achieved the precision, accuracy and method-blank 

purity goals listed above.  

 

The Project Manager will recommend appropriate corrective action and determine the 

acceptability of affected data when deficiencies are noted.    The Project Manager will notify 

RPA in writing anytime a deviation from the approved plan occurs.  Results of all corrective 

actions will then be documented.   

 

17 Reporting, Documents and Records 

 

Dr. Kirk Barrett, PE, the Project Manager, will be responsible for maintaining documentation 

and records and for ensuring that needed information is received from and distributed to other 

project team members.  The Project Manager will set up and maintain a project web site that will 

contain the most current approved QA Project Plan and any other necessary information so that 

project staff will always have access to it.  Records will be maintained in hard copy in the Project 

Manager’s office at Manhattan College campus and/or computer hard drive of the Project 

Manager as appropriate. 

 

Additional records will be kept by the Project Manager and made available include 

 field notes and photos recorded during sample collection 

 chain-of-custody forms 

 lab log books 

 instrument calibration records and result files 

 reports from any subcontracted labs 

 

Records will be kept by the Project Manager for at least three years.  Originals or copies of all 

records, electronic and paper, will be offered to the main project sponsor, the New York City 

Department of Environmental Protection, as well as the NFWF and the USEPA.
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Flushing Creek Sponge Park – Monitoring and Maintenance of Pilot Projects 

This monitoring plan supersedes all monitoring and maintenance protocols discussed in the Best Management Practices Agreement.  

Scope 
 
Monitoring will be conducted for 3 years in each basin following the completion of construction of the pilot 
project. The monitoring program will include the following procedures: 
 
1. Measuring inflow and outflow; 
2. Measuring the depth of water ponding in the three basins and the groundwater elevation; 
3. Testing Water Quality; and 
4. Measuring sediment accumulation 
5. Testing Sediment Quality. 

 
Monitoring Procedures 
 
1. Measuring Inflow and Outflow 
 
We will continuously measure inflow and outflow in each basin and compute infiltration as the difference between 
inflow and outflow1. To measure inflow, we will install continuously-logging water level sensors in the inlet 
structures of each basin, namely HOBO U20 Water Level Data Loggers. We will compute the flow rate from the 
water levels that are measured in the inlet and outlet using standard relationships for the inlet structure (e. g., 
rectangular weir). 

We will develop an independent estimate of inflow to check our computed value by multiplying precipitation by the 
drainage area, which is 100% impervious so we can assume that all precipitation runs off into the basin. We will 
install a weather station with a logging rain gauge at a secure site near the basins (e. g., the boat house on Meadow 
Lake, with the Parks Dept.’s permission)  to provide precipitation, temperature, wind speed, and relative humidity 
data2.   

To measure outflow, in each basin  we will install an automated water sampler (Isco Model 6712) located in a vault 
above the outlet pipe, equipped with an Isco Model 750 flow monitoring module and connected to an Isco Low 
Profile Area Velocity Sensor that will sit inside the pipe. 

2. Measuring Depth of Water Ponding and Groundwater Elevation 

We will install another continuously logging water level sensor at the bottom of a piezometer well in each basin to 
measure the depth of water ponded in each basin and the groundwater elevation in each basin. Knowing the 
morphology of each basin via a post-construction survey, we will establish the stage-storage (depth vs. volume) 
relationship and convert measured depths into volumes.  With this data, we will compute a continuous timeseries of 
water volume in the basin, which also provides a check on the inflow and outflow measurements. 

3. Measuring Soil Moisture  
 
To measure soil moisture, in each basin, we will install a set of three Decagon ECH2O Soil Moisture Sensors at 
depths of 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 feet.  Each set of sensors will be connected to a Decagon Em50 Data Logger. 

 

                                            
1 Evapotranspiration will be negligible during periods of storm flow because storm durations are short and the humidity is high. 
2 We will use weather data from LaGuardia Airport as a backup if needed. 



4. Measuring Water Quality 

In each basin, inlet and outlet water samples will be collected for three storms per year. The total number of 
samples in each basin will be 10 per storm event, with five samples taken at the inlet and five samples taken at the 
outlet of the basin.  

At the inlet, samples will be collect by hand into bottles as water flows out of each scupper.  At the outlet, samples 
will be collected from the outlet pipe via a tube from the pipe to the Isco automatic water sampler located in a vault 
above the pipe.   

Furthermore, during each storm, one composite water sample will be collected from the well in each basin. 

Unfiltered water samples will be analyzed for total organic carbon, total nitrogen, total petroleum hydrocarbons, 
metals (As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Hg, Ni, Pb, Zn), total phosphorus and total salts (measured by conductivity).   

5.  Measuring sediment accumulation 
 
To monitor sediment accumulation, we will install three sediment horizon markers in each basin, composed of a 
layer of colored granular material like feldspar.  These markers form a base layer on top of which sediment will 
accumulate.  Twice per year, we will collect a core through each horizon marker and measure the depth of sediment 
accumulated above the maker. We will dry and weigh the accumulated sediment to compute an estimate of the mass 
of sediment retained in each basin.   

6. Measuring Sediment Quality  

The samples of accumulated sediment will be composited to form a single sample from each basin.    The samples 
will be analyzed for total petroleum hydrocarbons, metals (As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Hg, Ni, Pb, Zn), total phosphorus and 
total salts (measured by conductivity).   

Monitoring Best Practices / Quality Control 

To assess the accuracy of the analysis, we will also analyze a soil SRM (standard reference material, which has 
known concentrations, such as those from the National Institute for Standards and Technology).  Acceptable 
accuracy is a result within the acceptable range established by NIST for the material.  

Precision will be assessed by splitting samples and the reference material in the lab into duplicates, then subjecting 
each replicate to the sample handling, preservation, storage, digestion and analytical method and instruments.  
Precision will be calculated by relative percent difference.  Acceptable precision is 25% relative percent difference 
for each duplicate, for each analyte. 

Data Management 

The water level, flow, sediment accumulation and water and sediment concentration data will be input into a MS-
Access database. Flow will be multiplied by corresponding concentration to determine incoming and outgoing mass 
loads for each measured constituent and the mass and percent trapped by each basin.  Sediment mass accumulation 
will be multiplied by sediment concentrations to determined mass of pollutants trapped by the basin as sediment. 

 

 



Site Visits 

We will visit the sites every month to download data from the water level sensors and ensure that they are working 
properly. 
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Highway Overpass Landscape 
Detention System™
Pilot Project and Potential Sites Analysis

to overflow. Because of the age of the sewer systems in the study 
area, even moderate rain events can bring the system beyond 
capacity, resulting in the discharge of diluted sewage to area 
water bodies. The Clean Water Act requires states to assess water 
bodies for impairments and develop a Total Maximum Daily 
Load, or pollution diet, to improve water quality. Additonally, 
recent action by the US EPA and state environmental agencies 
has set stringent standards for point and nonpoint source pollut-
ers – requiring municipalities to reduce the amount of untreated 
runoff entering tributaries. 

The traditional answer to stormwater issues are gray infra-
structure systems including pipes, storage tanks, and other physi-
cal “hard” structures that collect, direct, and retain runoff. Such 
structures rely on centralized, large-scale systems that prevent 
groundwater recharge and can further fragment the landscape.

On surface highways, vegetated strips on either side of the 
roadway can help slow the flow of runoff by allowing for some 
infiltration. For elevated roadways, however, there is no soil 
below or along these sections. To prevent pooling on elevated 
roadways, surfaces are engineered with stormwater infrastruc-
ture that funnels runoff through pipes, often discharging 
directly into neighboring water bodies. As runoff flows to these 
pipes, it picks up roadway debris and contaminants, including 
heavy metals, nutrients (nitrogen, phosphorous, and organic 
carbon), petroleum distillates, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
(PAHs), polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), herbicides, and pesti-
cides, which contaminate water and harm aquatic species1.

New gray infrastructure projects are difficult to complete 
because of high costs and siting constraints. However, by restor-
ing natural funcitons, municipalities can enhance the capacity 
and effectiveness of existing infrastructure and improve storm-
water outcomes.

Natural hydrologic flow patterns are interrupted in urban-
ized places by impervious cover. Which prevents rain and snow 
melt from percolating down through the soil to recharge ground-
water. Allowing water to percolate through soils can reduce pol-
lutant loads to surface waters and improve water quality, while 
providing important co-benefits. When it rains, terrain and 

1 Center for Environmental Excellence by AASHTO Stormwater Man-
agement Community of Practice. “State of the Practice Report: Source 
Control”. May 2011. AASHTO.

Summary and Overview
It’s time to shift the paradigm of highway runoff in the Long 
Island Sound and Hudson-Raritan Estuary. The thousands of 
miles of highways, parkways, and bridges that weave the region 
together generate millions of cubic feet of stormwater runoff 
during each rain event. A fraction of that runoff percolates 
through nearby soils to recharge groundwater, but the majority is 
channeled through a series of scuppers, culverts, and pipes until 
it can be discharged to surface waters – along with debris and 
pollutants picked up along the way. This problem is particularly 
acute on elevated roadways, which rely on engineered drainage 
systems to quickly move water from roadways and discharge 
directly to local streams, rivers, and estuaries. Over three mil-
lion gallons of stormwater runoff are generated from elevated 
highways during a single 90% rainfall event (approximately 90% 
of the average annual stormwater runoff volume) that affect 
impaired waterways. Over 900,000 gallons of stormwater runoff 
are generated from elevated highways during a single rain event 
that affect priority habitat areas. The Highway Overpass Land-
scape Detention System (HOLD SYSTEM™) is a planted, modu-
lar green infrastructure system designed to absorb and filter pol-
lutants common to highways – including oil, grease, and heavy 
metals – out of runoff before releasing it. A pilot project is now 
in place near the Flushing Creek. There are more than 58 other 
sites around the Long Island Sound and Hudson- Raritan River 
Estuary shorelines where a combination of highway overpasses, 
public parkland, and important water and habitat resources 
make installation of these systems an important consideration.

Rethinking Stormwater 
Infrastructure
Cities across the US are working to improve the way they 
manage stormwater, and for good reason. Untreated stormwa-
ter degrades water quality, stresses aquatic life and sometimes 
results in use restrictions. Combined sewer systems – which 
carry both stormwater and domestic sewage – pose an additional 
challange. Combined sewer systems are common throughout 
New York City and certain Connecticut cities. When sewer 
volume exceeds system capacity, combined sewers are designed 



Figure 2: Green stormwater management strategy

Figure 1:  Finished highway overpass landscape 
detention system in Flushing Meadows-Corona Park

ants naturally. Green infrastructure systems reduce peak flows 
to combined sewer systems – often expanding city-wide system 
capacity to mitigate overflows.

The systems are distributed, rather than centralized, so they 
are relatively simple to site. Instead of funneling runoff directly 
to receiving waters, water is able to recharge groundwater and 
support plants. These plants and underlying soil are an integral 
component improving runoff quality as it infiltrates. Most 
importantly, the systems replace concrete basins and steel pipes 
with native plants that serve as habitat create a healthy ecosystem 
to improve the quality of place.

Bioswales are one example of green infrastructure that are 
increasingly being deployed to address stormwater runoff. Gently 
sloping drainage courses in parking lots and along roadways use 
plants and soils to retain and treat stormwater locally. Elevated 
roadways’ specific drainage systems requires that green infra-
structure be redesigned to address spatial and safety constraints. 
HOLD SYSTEM™ is designed to address these constraint, by 
retrofitting existing down spouts commonly referred to as high-
way scuppers to create a hybrid form of bioswale.

gravity allow water to infiltrate soils, which recharges groundwa-
ter, or the surface flow into streams and helps to reduces overload 
combined sewer systems and avoid system overflows.

Many city agencies are turning to green infrastructure 
systems that manage stormwater through forests, fields, and wet-
lands – and in urban areas, via engineered systems that mimic 
natural systems. Grading, soils, and plantings work together 
to retain stormwater, slow the flow of runoff, and filter pollut-

Source: dlandstudio

Source: dlandstudio
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Figure 3: HOLD SYSTEM™ layers

The Highway Overpass 
Landscape Detention 
System (HOLD SYSTEM™)

The HOLD SYSTEM™ is a planted, modular green infrastruc-
ture system designed to absorb and filter pollutants common 
in highway shoulders – including oil, grease, and heavy metals 
–  before releasing it in to the ground or in to surrounding water 
bodies.

HOLD SYSTEM™ is composed of two basins – a sedimenta-
tion basin, which captures suspended sediments and debris, and 
a filtration basin that uses remediative plants and engineered 
soils to remove toxins. Water is released through an outflow pipe 
ad groundwater recharge to neighboring water bodies.

Source: dlandstudio
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Study Area
Over 25 million people live within 50 miles of the Long Island 
Sound and the Hudson-Raritan Estuary. These waterways are 
surrounded by some of the most densely developed land in the 
US. Draining, filling, dredging, and culverting projects com-
pleted in the 20th century resulted in significant losses to natural 
drainage systems, with wetland removal, shoreline hardening, 
and impervious coverage altering the landscape. Decades of 
industrial, sewer, and urban discharges (direct and via tributar-
ies) have resulted in significant impairments to both waterways 
– with toxicity, floatable debris, pH, sediment, persistent organic 
compounds, pathogens, and low dissolved oxygen contributing 
to use restrictions.

The Study Area is defined as the land and water area bound-
aries of New York City and the Long Island Sound Coastal 
Boundary (defined as the Long Island Sound and its coastal 
watersheds).

The Long Island Sound is an estuary of the Atlantic Ocean, 
lying between the southern coast of Connecticut and the north-
ern coast of Long Island. The Sound hosts a range of activities, 
including shipping, boating, fishing, and sunbathing, in addi-
tion to serving as home to hundreds of invertebrates, fish, and 
birds. The Sound suffers from the legacy of decades of industrial 
pollution, compounded by daily nutrient loads from wastewa-
ter treatment plants, CSOs, and urban runoff. Hypoxia, toxic 
contaminants, pathogens, and floatable debris all contribute to 
the Sound’s degraded water quality.

According to the Long Island Sound Study, the three larg-
est sources of toxic substances are its tributaries, wastewater 
treatment plants, and urban runoff, including combined sewer 
overflows and stormwater discharges. 2,3

The Hudson-Raritan Estuary is made up of bays and tidal 
rivers around New York City and northern New Jersey. The 
HRE is the most densely populated estuary in the US, with 
residential, commercial, and industrial land uses predominating 
its shorelines – only 20% of historic wetlands remain. Its waters 
are home to hundreds of species of fish and birds and scores of 
migrating species. It is also home to the most active commercial 
port on the East Coast. The Hudson River Foundation estimates 
that 20% of sediment loadings to the Estuary are from sewage 
treatment plants, combined sewer overflows, and stormwater 
runoff. Sediment loads frequently carry toxic substances, includ-
ing heavy metals, dioxin, and pathogens, as well as nutrients, 
like nitrogen, phosphorus, and organic carbon. Combined with 
habitat loss and historic industrial discharges, contaminants and 
nutrients have resulted in a degraded estuary.4,5

2 Long Island Sound Study, “About the Sound”, LongIslandSoundStudy.net, 
2013, Web.
3 Long Island Sound Study, “Toxic Substances”, LongIslandSoundStudy.
net, 2013, Web.
4 Hudson River Foundation, “Health of the Harbor: The First Comprehen-
sive Look at the State of the NY/NJ Harbor Esutary,” 2004, for the NY/NJ 
Harbor estuary Program.
5 US Army Corps of Engineers and the Port Authority of NY & NJ. 
“Hudson-Raritan Estuary Comprehensive Restoration Plan”. March 2009.

Figure 4: Long Island Sound and its coastal watersheds
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HOLD SYSTEM™: 
Flushing Bay
This study seeks to build on the success of a pilot recently 
completed by RPA and dlandstudio. It was financed by a 
grant from the New York City Department of Environmental 
Protection in connection with the settlement of an enforce-
ment action taken by New York State and the New York State 
Department of Environmental Compliance for violations of 
New York State law and DEC regulations. Monitoring and 
dissemination of the project’s results was also supported by 
a grant by National Fish and Wildlife Foundation (NFWF) 
Award.

The system is composed of two bioretention basins in 
Flushing Meadows-Corona Park. Elevated portions of the 
Long Island Expressway and Van Wyck Expressway pass over 
Flushing Creek in the northeast corner of the park. The two 
bioretention basins are connected to downspouts carrying 
runoff from the highway above.

Flushing Creek, and ultimately the Long Island Sound, 
benefit from the removal of contaminated runoff – estimated 
at over 26,000 cubic feet of stormwater each year. Pedestrians 
and bicyclists using nearby paths benefit from the beauty of 
perennial beds that replace existing stormwater grates. Pol-
linators, birds and other fauna enjoy new habitat.

Figure 5: Design location of HOLD 
SYSTEM™ in Flushing Bay

Figure 6: Flushing Bay HOLD SYSTEM™ (before construction)

Source: dlandstudio

Source: dlandstudio

Source: dlandstudio

Figure 8: Flushing Bay HOLD SYSTEM™ (under construction)

Source: dlandstudio

Source: dlandstudio

 Figure 7: Outfall under the highway (before construction)
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Figure 11: Flushing Bay HOLD SYSTEM™ (finished basin 2)

Figure 9: Flushing Bay HOLD SYSTEM™ (finished basin 1)

Source: RPA

Source: dlandstudio

Figure 10: Flushing Bay HOLD SYSTEM™ (finished downspout2)

Source: RPA
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Figure 12: Candidate Sites selection process

Filter Criteria 

Elevated	  Highway	  
over	  Parks	  

Urban	  Water	  
Quality	  Issues	  

Priority	  Ecological	  
Areas	  

CANDIDATE	  
SITES	  

Potential Sites Site Assessments 

Opportunities for 
Additional Installations
In order to understand where additional installations of the 
HOLD SYSTEM™ might best benefit Long Island Sound and 
the Hudson Raritan Estuary, RPA and dlandstudio conducted 
an analysis that factored in the locations of elevated highways, 
public parks, noted habitat, and degraded water quality.

For this study, we limited our analysis to portions of elevated 
roadways located within (or above) public parks. This ensures 
that the planting in the system will be enjoyed by the public. It 
also provides the possibility for easy maintenance of the system, 
with plant care and debris and litter removal integrated into rou-
tine park maintenance. In the study area, there are 215 segments 
of elevated highway over parks identified by these base criteria.

Source: RPA
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Figure 13: Elevated highways over park land

The next set of criteria helped us prioritize these sites according to 
water quality and ecological considerations.

Water quality criteria include sewer sheds with Tier 1 combined 
sewer out falls (in New York City) and cities with known combined 
sewer overflow issues (in Connecticut). Watersheds draining to surface 
waters listed as impaired under Section 303(d) of the Clean Water 
Act and with quality concerns attributed to urban runoff, stormwater 
runoff, or combined sewer out falls were also prioritized. Over three 
million gallons of stormwater runoff are generated from elevated high-
ways during a single 90% rainfall event (approximately 90% of the 
average annual stormwater runoff volume) in the region that 
affect impaired waterways.

Figure 14: Urban water quality issues
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Ecological criteria include critical habitat sites identified by various 
planning efforts in the study area. The Long Island Sound Study has 
identified Stewardship Areas in Connecticut and Long Island that 
“provide exceptional ecological and recreational value”. In Connecti-
cut, the Long Island Sound Study Habitat Restoration Sites have 
been designated. The NY-NJ Harbor and Estuary Program keeps an 
ongoing database of Comprehensive Restoration Sites, where public 
and private organizations are focusing their efforts. Over 900,000 
gallons of stormwater runoff are generated from elevated high-
ways during a single rain event that affect these priority 
habitat areas.

A combination of these values helped us to identify the most important 
places in the Study Area for consideration for the HOLD SYSTEM™. 
These issues are linked: Improving water quality may be critical to 
success of habitat restoration efforts; restored wetlands can further 
improve water quality. By screening for a combination of water quality 
issues and habitat concerns, we identified 58 Priority Sites: elevated 
highway segments over park land where stormwater management 
would likely benefit water and habitat resources.

Figure 15: Priority Ecological Areas

Figure 16: Priority ecological and water quality sites
Source: RPA
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The sites were then examined in Google Earth to eliminate railroad 
crossings, areas with limited or no physical access, and tunnels. The 
resulting 51 sites were considered the Candidate Sites. Appendix I 
provides an overview of each of these site locations.

HOLD SYSTEM™’s planted bioretention basins transform sewer 
grates into gardens. Because these systems improve the aesthetics 
of stormwater infrastructure, visual inspection using Google Earth 
further winnowed down the list of Candidate sites to 12 Top Sites 
where public pedestrian access was possible. Appendix II provides an 
overview of these site locations.

Figure 18: Top sites

Figure 17: Candidate sites
Source: RPA

Source: RPA
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Site Visits
Following GIS and Google Earth analysis, and based on 
conversations with local planners and government officials, 
seven potential HOLD SYSTEM™ locations were visited 
(two in Bridgeport, CT; four in New Haven, CT; and one 
in Manhattan, NYC). Three of the seven visited sites were 
not identified in the GIS analysis but were recommended to 
us by local partners. The goal of the site visits was to observe 
the qualities and conditions necessary for project feasibility, 
including the condition of the downspouts, natural lighting, 
space for construction and maintenance accessibility, 
land ownership, proximity to water body, and general site 
conditions. Three of the seven sites were deemed potentially 
feasible for further investigation.

Four sites were found to be unfeasible for a successful 
implementation of the HOLD SYSTEM™. One site, located 
on Front Street under the I-95 overpass in Fair Haven, New 
Haven was found unfeasible due to the lack of an existing 
downspout. Two of the sites, under the I-91 overpass at Willow 
Street in New Haven and Beardsley Park at Route 8 overpass 
in Bridgeport, were determined to be unfeasible locations 
because they contained downspouts that terminate high above 
the ground or water body. The downspouts in these locations 
would, therefore, need to be extended in order to successfully 
install the HOLD SYSTEM™. And lastly, High Bridge Park in 
northern Manhattan under the Harlem River Drive on-ramps 
and off-ramps contained numerous downspouts, however 
the site was deemed unfeasible because the downspouts 
drained into a hard infrastructure drainage system that 
protects the very steep hillside sloping down to the Harlem 
River. Following are more in-depth descriptions of the three 
potentially feasible visited sites.

Figure 19: Downspout into Pequonnock River at 
Beardsley Park, Bridgeport, CT (March 2014)

Figure 20: High Bridge Park drainage at skate 
park, Manhattan, New York City, NY (June 2014)

Figure 21: High Bridge Park drainage below Harlem 
River Drive, Manhattan, New York City, NY (June 2014)

Source: RPA Source: RPA

Source: RPA
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Ferry Street at the I-91 Overpass 
New Haven, CT

One feasible site is located roughly a half a mile between 
the Quinnipiac and Mill Rivers on Ferry Street under the 
Interstate 91. This site was not included as a top site in the 
GIS analysis and was observed while travelling between two 
identified sites. However, because the property is located along 
a pedestrian pathway near residential neighborhood, a HOLD 
SYSTEM™ could greatly improve the aesthetic value of the 
area. The downspout has significant space for installation and 
is in good condition, making it easy to alter. There are no other 
visible downspouts in the area and the pitch of the roadway 
suggests that this single downspout handles all of the runoff 
water for visible areas of the overpass. The space was also easily 
accessible and open. Additionally, sunlight conditions were 
good during our visit and the abundance of vegetation adjacent 
to the downspout area suggests ideal growing conditions and 
consistent amounts of water and light. However, there were a 
number of sumac trees, weeds, broken bottles, and trash among 
the vegetation, which will need to be removed. Within the site, 
there was a gravel area, probably  installed to prevent erosion. 
The site is owned by Connecticut Department of Transporta-
tion. 

Figure 22: Site at Ferry Street and I-91 overpass 
New Haven, CT

Figure 23: Downspout and terrain at Ferry 
Street site in New Haven, CT (March 2014)

Figure 24: Panoramic view of Ferry Street site under I-91 overpass in New Haven, CT (March 2014)
Source: RPA

Source: RPA
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State Street at the I-91 Overpass 
New Haven, CT

The State Street site below the I-91 overpass alongside the 
Mill River in New Haven, CT was initially identified as a top 
site in the GIS analysis. It is located in close proximity to the 
Willow Street site, which was deemed unfeasible, and just 
a few streets southwest of the Ferry and I-91 site. While the 
site has been under construction for several years as the State 
Street bridge over the Mill River is reconstructed, it has many 
of the qualities necessary for a HOLD SYSTEM™. There are 
two visible downspouts from I-91, however only one reaches 
the ground. This downspout is in good condition, drains out 
to a gravel patch, and receives a decent amount of natural light. 
The site is directly adjacent to Mill River, and the terrain is 
generally flat or gently sloping from the downspout toward 
the river. The land below I-91 and east of Mill River is owned 
by the Connecticut Department of Transportation. When 
questioned about the site, a ConnDOT representative voiced 
concerns about permitting challenges in retrofitting highway 
drainage systems and the amount of available space following 
the completion of the bridge reconstruction project.  

Figure 25: Site at State Street and I-91 over Mill River
New Haven, CT

Figure 27: View of State Street site from East of Mill River in New Haven, CT (June 2014)

Figure 26: Downspout at State Street below I-91, 
east of Mill River in New Haven, CT (June 2014)

Source: RPA

Source: RPA
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Kossuth Street at I-95 Overpass Bridgeport, CT

Another potentially feasible site is located under the I-95 
overpass adjacent to the Steel Point redevelopment in 
Bridgeport. This site was not initially identified in the GIS 
analysis, but was recommended by Davey Ives, Environmental 
Projects Coordinator in the City of Bridgeport as it is in 
very close proximity, but not adjacent to, the Pequonnock 
River. The site is open, easily accessible, and contains several 
large downspouts that could be improved with the HOLD 
SYSTEM™. The enormous width of the overpass is not ideal 
as it limits the amount of natural light to the site, however 
the downspouts are mostly located on the outer edge pillars 
and receive sufficient light. The ground of the site is mostly 
covered with dirt and gravel. The area beneath I-95 is owned 
by the City of Bridgeport and is currently being used as a 
temporary parking lot for on-going redevelopment in the area, 
which could create opportunities for green infrastructure site 
improvements in the future.  

Figure 28: Site at Kossuth Street & I-95 overpass
Steel Point, Bridgeport, CT

Figure 29: One of the downspouts underneath the I-95 
overpass at Steel Point, Bridgeport, CT (March 2014)

Figure 30: A view of the site below the I-95 overpass at Steel Point, Bridgeport, CT (March 2014)
Source: RPA

Source: RPA
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Next Steps

A key next step for these six as well as other candidate sites is 
identifying potential sources of funds for additional site assess-
ment work, conceptual design, and ultimately installation and 
maintenance of HOLD SYSTEM™ sites. The following is a brief 
list of some of the sources available:

Long Island Sound Futures Fund

The National Fish and Wildlife Foundation typically issues 
an RFP annually for projects within the Long Island Sound 
Study Coastal Boundary. Since 2005, over $20 million has been 
granted through the Fund. www.nfwf.org/lisff

Long Island Sound Habitat Restoration Initiative

The Long Island Sound Study provides grants to projects focused 
on habitat restoration. http://longislandsoundstudy.net/

Hudson-Raritan Estuary Resources Program - The Port 
Authority of New York-New Jersey has made $60 million avail-
able for land acquisition of priority sites in the NY-NJ Harbor 
Estuary. http://www.harborestuary.org/

New York City Department of 
Environmental Protection

Through an enforcement Order with New York State Depart-
ment of Environmental Conservation, NYCDEP will invest $1.5 
billion in green infrastructure projects to improve water quality. 
Funding may also be available through the NYC Green Infra-
structure Grant Program. www.nyc.gov/dep

Connecticut Clean Water Fund

Municipalities seeking funding for projects improving non point 
source pollution to the LIS may apply for a grant through the 
Fund. http://www.ct.gov/deep/

Bronx River Watershed Initiative

The National Fish and Wildlife Foundation provides funding 
for projects to improve water quality of the Bronx River. Funds 
come from a settlement of $7 million for a settlement between 
the State Attorney General and NYSDEC resulting from viola-
tions related to raw sewage discharges. www.nfwf.org/brwi/
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Appendix I Finalist Sites

Connecticut Water + Ecological Sites

New Haven

New Haven

Norwalk
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Norwalk

Norwalk

Norwalk

Stamford
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Stamford

Bridgeport

New Haven

North Haven
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West Haven

Norwalk

Stamford

West Haven
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Bridgeport

New Haven

Bridgeport

New Haven
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Norwalk

Shelton

Stamford

 Westport
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Westport

New York Water + Ecological Sites

Bayville-Millneck

Bronx
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Bronx

Manhattan

Manhattan

Manhattan
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Manhattan

Queens

Bronx

Manhattan
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Manhattan

Manhattan

Queens

Manhattan
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Bronx

Bronx

Bronx

Bronx
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Bronx

Brooklyn

Staten Island

Manhattan
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Queens

Queens

Smithtown

Manhattan
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Smithtown
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Appendix II Top Sites
Connecticut Water + Ecological Sites

New Haven

New Haven

Norwalk
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Stamford

West Haven

Bridgeport

New Haven
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New York Water + Ecological Sites

Bayville-Millneck

Bronx

Queens
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Manhattan
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Appendix III Methodology
Base Criteria

New Haven
1. Bridges, for which GIS files are from CT DOT (2011) and NYS DOT (2009), within 100 meters to highways (GIS files are 

from U.S. Census TIGER Line Products 2010) were selected as highway bridges where storm water runs off through scuppers.

Since the Connecticut Bridge GIS file contains lines that represent the actual crossovers, while New York file includes only dots rep-
resenting the point location of the bridges, lengths of the CT bridges were calculated (Table 1) in ArcGIS and applied the average length 
to estimate lengths of NY bridges (Table 2). Please note that for all tables, in Connecticut, the length is based on actual bridge length. In 
New York, the length is based on the average identified in Table 1.

Table 1: Average Highway Bridge Length from CT Bridge File
Number of Bridges 4,744

Length (Ft) 662,844

Average Length (Ft) 140

Table 2: Estimates of Highway Bridges in Study Area
Number of Bridges Length (Ft)

CT within Study Area  1,270  217,824  

NY within Study Area  1,289  180,102

Total within Study Area  2,559  397,927
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2. Of the highway bridges from step 1, those intersecting protected open space were selected as potential sites to install the biore-
tention system. Protected open space is defined as a composite of the following:

a. Secured open space from The Nature Conservancy;
b. In the Open Space layer from NYC DOITT, the category of “Recreational Areas over 2 acres;”
c. Federal, State, County and Municipal recreational areas From NYS DEC;
d. Municipal open space layer from CT DEP; and
e. Layers of parks, protect land by conservation easement, and protected land by fee from Scenic Hudson (lands protected by 

conservation easement or fee but not accessible to the public were removed).

Table 3: Estimates of Highway Bridges over Protected Open Space in Study Area
Number of Bridges Length (Ft)

CT within Study Area 104 23,838  

NY within Study Area 111 15,509

Total within Study Area 215 39,347

Filter Criteria

Water quality
 ⊲ Within Tier One combined sewage drainage basins, which intersect city-designated Tire One combined sewer out falls.

 ⊲ Within half a mile to EPA 303(d) impaired waters (2010) due to urban runoff, stormwater, and/or CSO, in both CT and NY

 ⊲ Within sewer service area in Bridgeport, New Haven, Norwich, and Hartford, Connecticut (these cities have been identified as hav-
ing CSO issues).

Habitat
 ⊲ Within Long Island Sound Inaugural Stewardship Areas

 ⊲ Within a quarter mile to Connecticut Restoration Sites (all, including completed, in-progress and potential sites; these sites have a 
buffer because the shapefile is points and not polygons) (Connecticut sites only)

 ⊲ Within Harbor Estuary Program Restoration or Acquisition Sites (New York sites only).

Sites that achieve habitat and water quality priorities:

Number of Bridges
w/CSO

Number of Bridges
w/303(d)

Length (Ft)
CSO

Length (Ft)
303(d)

CT within Study Area 28 76 7,393 43,472

NY within Study Area 24 80 3,360 11,200

Total within Study Area 52 156 10,753 54,672

Number of Bridges
w/LISS

Number of Bridges
w/HEP

(NY)/CRS
(CT)

Length (Ft)
LISS

Length (Ft)
HEP/CRS)

CT within Study Area 5 22 2,035 8,889

NY within Study Area 16 32 2,240 4,480

Total within Study Area 21 54 4,275 13,369

Number of Bridges Length (Ft)

CT within Study Area 25 2,189  

NY within Study Area 33 4,620

Total within Study Area 58 6,809
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HIGHWAY NETWORK

WATERSHEDS

URBAN AREAS

ELEVATED HIGHWAY PLATFORM

LONG ISLAND WATERSHED

SCUPPER OUTFALL

FIRST FLUSH TOXINS
The initial surface water runoff contains higher 
levels of concentrated toxins that are discharged 
into water bodies during storm events. 

SPLASH PAD

CATCH BASIN

OUTFLOW OF RUNOFF INTO WATER BODY
PROJECT SITE

THE ISSUE
There are 7,200 miles of bridges and elevated highways throughout U.S. cities. The majority of these 

structures are constructed with downspouts that connect to adjacent waterways. These downspouts 

release first flush toxins and debris into these waterways, polluting the water. The Highway Outfall 
Landscape Detention System, or HOLD System, redefines this relationship.

The HOLD System redirects the water into a modular treatment area that purifies the water before 
it can enter the waterway.  This system uses planted, modular green infrastructure that absorb and 

filter pollutants that so often flush into nearby bodies of water.  The HOLD System catches unsavory 
elements such as cigarette butts and other detritus that are left on the highways before the rain event 

and prevents them from entering larger bodies of water or the drinking water system.



Project site over time from top 1924, 
1951 and 1996. Severe alterations to 
water and transportation infrastructure 
are apparent in the progression.

THE SITE
Flushing Meadows Corona Park is located in Queens, New York. The park has a layered history that 

is reflected in its subsurface condition. The park grounds were originally composed of salt marshland 
which mitigated hydrological conditions such as drainage and flooding found between the upland areas 
and Flushing Bay. The hydrology was altered when the park, then called the Corona Ash Dumps, was 

filled with ash and other garbage during the early 20th century as referenced as “the Valley of the Ashes” 
in F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby. In 1930 the park was cleaned in one of the first environmental 
efforts by Parks Commissioner Robert Moses, who relocated more than 50 million cubic tons of garbage 

in preparation for hosting the World’s Fair of 1939.  Flushing Meadows Corona Park later hosted the 

World’s Fair of 1964.  During these World’s Fairs the natural hydrology was modified in many ways.  
With the addition of fountains as well as underground piping systems, the existing bodies of water were 
altered.

MEADOW
LAKE

PROJECT SITE

FLUSHING BAY



During the construction of the second World’s Fair, part of Flushing Creek was changed from a typical, 

above-ground waterway to a piped, underground water system. Today, the water features in the park 

are fed by natural hydrologic systems as well as engineered systems. The Industry Pond Fountain 

bridges the piped sections of Flushing Creek, with Meadow Lake on one side and Flushing Bay on the 

other. 

Stormwater runoff from the nearby highways has become a serious problem for Flushing Meadows 

Corona Park; the New York City Department of Parks and Recreation has performed studies showing 

that excess runoff has led to access problems for park visitors as well as serious eutrophication of the 
nearby bodies of water.  The park also has an excess of hardscapes and impermeable surfaces which 
contribute to flooding and drainage issues.

MEADOW LAKE

INDUSTRY
POND

FLUSHING BAY

1961 1961 1961

1963 1963

1962 1962 1962

Project site during 
construction of 1964-65 
Worlds Fair.



Left to right: Scupper 2 drainage path. 
Scupper 1 drainage path. Opposite: 
Scuppers 1 and 2 in context.

THE CURRENT CONDITIONS
The project site is located at the intersection of the Van Wyck, Horace Harding, and Long Island 
Expressways near College Point Boulevard. The two downspouts are currently connected to outfalls 
into Flushing Creek. The sub-grade conditions include a high water table, approximately 5ft bellow 
grade, as well as many different active and inactive utility lines. The downspouts are currently located 

in a lawn in a tangle of highways, offering no purification or absorbing qualities for first flush toxins.  The 
water from the highways (mixed with first flush toxins and other flotsam) eventually washes into the 
Long Island Sound.  These disgusting elements can negatively affect the health of the ecosystem as 

well as those who live near or swim in the bodies of water they flush out into.
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DOWNSPOUT 1
Runoff exits the downspout(1) and enters the sedimentation basin(2). Debris, litter, and sediment 
are collected in the basin before moving through a screen(3). The water moves into gravel drainage 
channels(4) that disperse water throughout the planted basin(5). Water percolates through the layers of 
soil, excess water exits the system through the overflow pipe(6).



REMEDIATIVE PLANTS
Plants selected for seasonal interest, 
tolerance to periods of drought and
inundation, and proven efficacy from 
NYCDPR and NYC DEP bioswale projects.

ENGINEERED SOILS
Soils are designed to drain quickly 
and help support plant life.

SAND LAYER
Sand provides additional filtration.

GRAVEL LAYER
Void space between gravel help
store water for longer periods of time.

OUTFLOW PIPE
Releases remediated water.

PRE-CAST CONCRETE BASIN

EXISTING GROUND
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DOWNSPOUT 2
Runoff exits the downspout(1) and enters the gravel sedimentation basin(2). Debris, litter, and sediment 
are collected in the basin before moving into gravel drainage channels(4) that disperse water throughout 
the planted basin(4). Water percolates through the layers of soil, excess water exits the system through 
the overflow pipe(5).



REMEDIATIVE PLANTS
Plants selected for seasonal interest, 
tolerance to periods of drought and
inundation, and proven efficacy from 
NYCDPR and NYC DEP bioswale projects.

ENGINEERED SOILS
Soils are designed to drain quickly 
and help support plant life.

SAND LAYER
Sand provides additional filtration.

GRAVEL LAYER
Void space between gravel help
store water for longer periods of time.

OUTFLOW PIPE
Releases remediated water.

GRAVEL FILLED GABION

GEOTEXTILE FABRIC
WATERPROOF LINER

EXISTING GROUND
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Four Queens projects will manage stormwater

by Liz Rhoades | Posted: Thursday, July 15, 2010 12:00 am

Four projects, totaling more than $2 million to manage stormwater runoff in Queens, have been

approved by the city Department of Environmental Protection.

Three of the projects are in Flushing and one is in Rego Park. They are expected to be completed

within a year.

“The projects we are funding with these grants will test promising techniques to capture stormwater

and green the cityscape, and we hope to use them as models throughout the five boroughs,” said DEP

Commissioner Cas Holloway.

“Green infrastructure” uses vegetation, soil and other elements to absorb water and to mimic natural

areas, such as wetlands.

Manhattan College will install a modular green roof on New York Hospital Queens. It is intended to

control runoff from up to 1.5 inches of rain on the half-acre roof. The cost is $660,440.

Cynthia Bacon, NYHQ spokeswoman, said the specific roof to be used in the project has not been

made yet. It will not be open to the public.

Columbia University was awarded $389,187 for a Greenstreets stormwater capture system in a small

triangle on Queens Boulevard and 102nd Street in Rego Park. The project will remove 2,500 square

feet of concrete and replace it with permeable pavement and vegetation.

Regional Plan Association will use $600,000 to construct two retention basins under the Long Island

Expressway near the Van Wyck Expressway and Flushing Meadows Park. One will be able to store

34,000 gallons of stormwater and the other will store 170,000 gallons.

The basins will slow down, absorb and filter surface water by allowing it to percolate through the soil

and not run directly into a sewer or adjacent body of water.

Unisphere Inc., the fundraising arm of Flushing Meadows Park, will use $386,551 for treating

stormwater entering Meadow Lake. Two 5,000-square-foot wetlands will be created that will receive

runoff from two one-acre portions of a parking area near the lake. Each treatment system is designed

to capture more than 36,000 gallons of water.

Following completion of the projects, the grantee will be required to monitor the results for three

years.

The grants came about because of a settlement with the state Department of Environmental

Conservation over violations by the city of state law and regulations.
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